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Point Man’s latest comic concept - Yes, another ripoff of
someone else’s idea (but in 1/6th)...
It has been several years since I
have done a WWII comic series.
Those of you who were in the
hobby back then might remember
JEB SAVAGE and the HAUNTED
M5, which was a retelling of the
DC Comic’s classic - The Haunted
Tank. Since then I have done a
number of other comic projects,
but have never really returned to
WWII as a comic subject. I am

JULY MEETING

It was a great meeting night. There was
plenty of eye candy and a good crowd of
folks. Got some pictures for you .
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now looking at the idea of a new
comic based on the old TV series COMBAT! My characters don’t look
anything like the TV actors, nor are
the names of the characters the same.
In my story we have Lt. Handy,
Sgt. Sanders, Corby, Gage, Doc and
Uncle John, but the idea is the same.
Each episode features the squad on
patrol, kind of like the TV show.
Look for it down the road. - PM.

TOYCHEST & COLLECTIBLES
The scoop on the company changing
hands and what’s in store in the coming
months
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A look at the
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CLUB MEETING

The July meeting was a great event
with plenty of eye candy for all.
Amaral brought a table full of
his beautifully put together and
weathered figures for all of us to
drool over and Panzercommander
had his wonderful M20 armored
car for additional drooling. Dr.
Zorkon had a nice selection of eye
candy as well. Including a very
cool diorama featuring WWII
pilots and a Quonset hut which
was representing air field action on
December 7th. That hut is made
out of cardboard! Can you believe
it? Very cool indeed. The good

Doctor also had a nicely done
mounted General Lee and a cool
diorama on a motorized carousel
featuring a variety of vampires and
vampire hunters. Featured on the
next page is a picture of Abraham
Lincoln, Vampire Hunter driving
a stake through the heart of a
nasty vampire. There was a lot of
action on this dio and one could
easily do an entire feature article
on it. Trooper Tim had the coolest
robot fighting machine made from
a variety of items, including the
flight deck of a Barbie Jet. This was
easily the most imaginative item of
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the evening. He did a
beautiful job on this thing
and even all of us WWII
hobbiest all agree that it is
very, very cool. Paul put
together a neat little rail
car done in an Ohio State
color scheme, also very
imaginative and a nice slice
of something different. It was
all around a great night.
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TOYCHEST AND
COLLECTIBLES
PURCHASED BY
SSCC MEMBER,
GRAY GHOST!

Toychest and Collectibles is
under new management and the new
owner is one of the SSCC’s own,
member, Gray Ghost. Gray Ghost
purchased the online company from
previous owner, Cory Lord back in
May and moved the company from
Georgia to Ohio. New owner Gray
Ghost has been working hard to get
his hands around the operation and
it is this writer’s humble opinion
that folks will see some improvements in the way things are run
over the next few months. Already
TC&C has taken a more aggressive
stance in the way they use email
sales flyers and we should soon see
some improvements to the website
as well. Those of us in the SSCC are
excited to have a major vendor as
part of our club. Congratulations to
Gray Ghost.
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